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Executive Summary:
I won’t try to explain what SharePoint does or can be used to do or to explain why
SharePoint has been so successful recently – it just has. The success of SharePoint
Technologies and the Microsoft Stack has outrun the infrastructure. There are roles,
responsibilities that you must understand and engage or develop within an enterprise
in order to craft and use a solution based on SharePoint products and technologies.
Sufficient resources do NOT exist. This paper will discuss and quantify many of them
and analyze for the uninitiated or the misinformed the true state of the technology.
There will of course be the obligatory problem lead in, problem statement, meta data
lists, recommendations, summary, and solution/conclusion, if I can reach one.
Notwithstanding the section titles, I will endeavor to make this paper one that is
enjoyable and easy to read but informative. If you come away from it having thought to
yourself “You know, he’s right about that” and having smiled once or twice, and you
actually learned even one new thing, in my opinion my job is done. Having read this far,
each of you recognizes this will not be the classical “White paper”. I will not quote as
many sources as most, but will present my observations across the years since I began in
SharePoint – those of an admittedly converted Legacy Geek with 45 years in IT. I do
hope my prosaic style hooks you.
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Introduction
There are individual roles that encapsulate responsibilities/skills that you must engage
within an enterprise in order to craft and use solutions based on SharePoint products
and technologies. Role names are used to recruit but mean different things to different
people. Sufficient resources do NOT exist and the lack of clarity regarding the abilities
makes employing resources more difficult. This paper will discuss these issues, list many
of the roles in several ways, and analyze for the uninitiated or the misinformed problems
the lack of clarity. The solution is unique and the style is informal and prosaic.
The SharePoint Market
As Gideon I. Gartner’s industry analysis groups, as well as every prognosticator in
information technology have stated, MOSS is gaining in market acceptance and share.
It is taking the wind from the sails of many legacy tools. Lotus Notes’ collaboration
capabilities, Documentum and LiveLink’s content management can be supplanted by
SharePoint. Knowledge management tools like WikiPedia, Google Knol, and Yahoo
Answers, will I expect, be a target of SharePoint. The ubiquitous Blogs now have the
anemic SharePoint Team Discussion within the OOB SharePoint, but rumor has that it
will be greatly enhanced in the “14 hive” (JAG). SilverLight is chasing Flash, albeit
weakly; I have heard Flash is on 98% of all PCs; SilverLight on less than 5%. Microsoft
is pursuing down almost every avenue and adding as many well thought out extensions
into the OOB MOSS product as their Gold Partners can divine. Oops, I said I wasn’t
going to say why MOSS has been successful – sorry…
With the success of the product, like all successful products in the market, mechanics
(individuals with appropriate skills) to build the components of the product invariably
increase in demand. The greater the success the greater will be the increase in demand.
The more rapid the success the more rapid the increase in demand.
On the two last engagements I completed the employer had stakeholder mandate to
have most of the enterprise ported to the SharePoint platform within a specified
timeframe. The client had already bought the CALs and budgeted for the effort.
As most SharePoint resources know we are “hen’s teeth”, “unicorn horns”, or the
proverbial "free lunch" of the PC world. At least judging from the number of recruiter
contacts we receive weekly, we are a scarce commodity. This brings me to my original
reason for wanting to author this white paper.
Problem Definition
Recruiters generally don’t understand SharePoint. Not to single them out but they are
the SharePoint resources, our, primary contact with the Employer Team. Recruiters are
often only able to parrot what the hiring managers send them as job descriptions.
In the Legacy world there were normally a clear set of Roles with known associated skills
or responsibilities; Business Analyst, Cobol Programmer, System Programmer,
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Computer Operator, ad nauseum – 30 years of ingrained definition. Everyone knew
each Role’s skills. SharePoint has only one-sixth that tenure and suffers from Role
definition deprivation.
There are generally only two roles sought by recruiters; Administrator and Developer;
less frequently Architect or Designer. The job description writer adds every skill in the
shop to the text just in case and the recruiter dutifully regurgitates it to the candidate.
The way it should break out is in the next figure.

Figure 1 – Responsibility assignments
Small firms – all job functions / responsibilities are encapsulated in one person.
Medium firms –job functions / responsibilities are divided among a small team.
Large firms –job functions / responsibilities divided among a large team of specialists.
Usually supporting solutions up to several physical Server Farm environment
In his well accepted 2007 book Bill English (English) enumerates eight reader groups
for his book in addition to the oft sought Administrators, his audience, to wit:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Architects … how to design a SharePoint implementation
Power users … site administration, site templates, Web parts
Content creators … use document libraries
Project Managers … working with SharePoint-oriented projects
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Information management specialists … building taxonomies
Compliance specialists … record and document management – meeting compliance
Web content managers … publish from staging to production environments
Developers … SharePoint Designer, workflow, building sites using features.

Like the building trades where you have Architects who design homes, they don’t drive
nails. Plumbers don’t lay bricks. In medicine, nurses don’t do brain surgery, plastic
surgeons don’t do a heart by-pass nor do cardiac surgeons perform face lifts. Skills are
specialized. Why then would SharePoint Architects develop code or developers do
design and interface with business SMEs to collect requirements. They shouldn’t!
Situational scenario
A recruiter from California calls looking to fill a position in Washington, DC. After he or
she asks “Is now a good time?”, they launch into how they are a leading this or that
company and offer great benefits. Slowly I elicit the fact that the Role being sought is
Developer. I explain that I am NOT a Developer and being persistent the caller asks to
send me the particulars. . To gracefully step out of the path of the train, I acquiesce.
When the job description for the Developer position arrives in my inbox it looks like
Figure 2 and 3 as they often do. This is a benign one. Many requirements want things
like 5 years of MOSS experience!

Figure 2 –Actual job listing for a “Developer”
This employer turned out to be a large firm where responsibilities should be divided
among specialists. Yet, they seek the skills of Designer, external (who knows?)
Developer, Requirement Analyst, Taxonomist, Server installer, AD Security specialist,
Farm Administrator, Content manager, Trainer, Site Administrator, Search engine
specialist, Best practice analyst, Profile analyst (personalization) Workflow specialist,
and of course requires .net all in one individual. <groan>
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Figure 3 –Remainder of the actual job listing for a “Developer”

Figure 4 illustrates that my concern about the lack of definition of Roles and
Responsibilities is wide spread. I have collected “Rants” from several Blogs and will
provide them at request
hopefully
to
encourage
stakeholders, hiring managers,
and recruiters, with whom we
deal, to become more educated
in terms of SharePoint. If you
wish to read the full set of rants,
and they are truly humorous, go
to the URL above. Try as I may,
I can’t find the blogs again so I
can give credit to the authors.
<Sigh>
Roles-

by

enterprise

element
In order to give a bench-mark for describing SharePoint resources for the Employer
Team (see the glossary) we need to have Roles with names that are paired with the
responsibilities or skills an individual applying for the Role is expected to possess. You
will find I use responsibility for skill and vice-versa since for the purpose of this paper
they are synonymous.
At first blush it seems a simple task but having done a draft I can tell you it is far from
easy. To write a detailed skill definition, the first step is to KNOW all the skills required,
which in turn means having done the Role – properly -- and performed all the tasks. I
have not done ALL the Roles so I have researched, interviewed, Googled (is that a verb?)
for the 3 months since the paper was planned and even guessed to get the list below.
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Each role is recommended to be a fulltime Role in a medium to large enterprise. If the
function is required, it should reside in one full-time individual specially trained or
skilled for the task. The list is general in nature but it will foment the juices of the
Employer Team and SUGDC members to decompose them and create more granular
definitions. I will include other ways to view the Roles and Responsibilities in the
Appendices of this paper. I will include links to all the treatises I Googled from the net.
In the Summary I will seek your input. Hey. Quid-pro-quo.
Where a skill is probable in the Roll I have added it parenthetically. It is assumed that
all the skills bleed to some extent horizontally and vertically, and that an individual
vertically managing individuals subordinate his/her function will have most, if not all, of
the subordinate function skills. That is to say, Farm Admins, know what Site Collection
Admins know, and they in turn know what Site Admins know. That is NOT to say they
can do it as well as the person daily performing that function, however.
The larger the organization and/or user community accessing the Farm or component
they manage, the more individuals in each role are required. A medium enterprise will
demand a full time resource in most Roles.
SUG_Roles requiring specialized knowledge
Support functions from Legacy IT group
Hardware acquisition & integration
Networking Switching and Routing
Server Admin, server OS deployment
Security Admin Active Directory etc
DBA Admin – SQL / Oracle
SharePoint Systems Staff
SUG_Systems Hardware (computing technology, chip sets, bios configuration)
SUG_Systems Software (knowledge of OS, Microsoft licensing)
SUG_Systems Networking (routing, DNS, co-hosting, communications)
SUG_Systems Server Admin (general server operation, backup, COOP)
SUG_Systems Security Admin (AD, Windows Server authentication security)
SUG_Systems SQL DBA (SQL server stack, other DB interface)
Infrastructure Owners
SUG_SharePoint Server Farm Admin (central administration, AD,site collections,
shared services)
SUG_SharePoint WFE Server Admin(IIS, DNS, AD)
SUG_SharePoint Index Server Admin(index server)
SUG_SharePoint SQL Server Admin (content database)
SUG_SharePoint SQL Cluster Admin (content database)
SUG_SharePoint SQL Other Server Admin(SQL server,
Logical Owners
SUG_SharePoint Web Application Admin (administration)
SUG_SharePoint Site Collection Admin (administration, central administration)
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SUG_SharePoint SQL Admin (backup planning, data space calculation and planning DB
interface and size for DB)
SUG_SharePoint Content Admin (administration)
SUG_SharePoint Business Analyst (modeling hierarchy for organization collaboration)
SUG_SharePoint Designer (hierarchy of organization for usability of site collections)
SUG_SharePoint Architect (logical organization modeling, taxonomy site collections)
SUG_SharePoint Senior Developer (understands conceptually ALL the product
functionality and how it all works and can do many types of “it”)
SUG_SharePoint Developer (coder specialist – able to implement Features, C#, VB,
.NET Framework, ASP .NET, etc
Business Owners/users
SUG_SharePoint Site Administrator
SUG_SharePoint Site Contributor
SUG_SharePoint Site User
This Wiki has been started to discuss the overall roles and responsibilities issues related
to SharePoint technologies. Please use this page to contribute your ideas and thoughts
about the whitepaper contents. The other pages in this Wiki are to be used to further
discuss each individual role and it's possible responsibilities.
I have added the SUG_ prefix so we can tell when a roll definition is ours; simply to
differentiate it from the vanilla English Role name. These are the Roles we need to
augment and decompose.
The Appendices contain alternate ways to consider SharePoint Roles and
Responsibilities. I direct your attention to Appendix 3 extracted from a free Microsoft
planning template. Unfortunately Microsoft did not attempt to provide the skills
column in the SharePoint roles table. They left the job for us.
Summary
SharePoint technologies and aligned products are growing faster than the market can
produce skilled practitioners of the needed skills. This increases demand and the
scarcity. It also makes resources more valuable; Employer Team, are you listening?
There are many more Roles and Responsibilities required than are generally recognized.
Bill English mentions 8 in his book, Scott Jamison mentions Roles and Responsibilities
as they pertain to Team sites where he mentions 3. Susan Hanley names 7 as shown in
Appendix 2 and contributes that list to Scott Jamison’s book. Five other MOSS specific
books I read did not treat the subject at all, that I could find.
There is a failure on the part of the Employer Team to understand SharePoint and the
inherent resource needs vis-à-vis SharePoint. They want to have a jack-of-all-trades.
Hiring managers ask questions like “How many enterprise servers have you personally
stood up, design to production?” and are surprised when you explain that one person
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seldom does it all. An individual who is constantly tasked to do everything can usually
do nothing well. Jack of all, master of none, as the old saw goes.
It will take detail investigation and quite a bit of resource to produce an authoritative set
of Role names and corresponding skills at the granular level. Only persons who perform
the functions regularly and correctly can produce this detail.
This paper is a start toward producing a list, albeit probably incomplete, but a
benchmark from which to start. As a reader of this paper you have an interest either as
a SharePoint resource or as a consumer of SharePoint resources. Take up the gauntlet
and become part of the solution.
Recommended Solution
We need more good and reasonable training. We need the Employer Team to train and
create the resources so as not to destroy by overwork the ones that exist. Investment
now can reduce their market cost in the long run by increasing the supply. Perhaps you
can even retread some of your tenured legacy IT Geeks who hold the keys to your
enterprise knowledge.
We who do SharePoint should create and maintain the definitions for SharePoint
resource SUG_Roles. By the 15th of July, 2008, I will add to the http://SUGNoVA.org
several things.
1. an RnR Document library to hold the versions of the definitions we create.
Attendees and members of SUGDC will have authority to add content to the
documents.
2. an RnR Team discussion list with each of the SUG_Roles so we can discuss our
Role names and component skills. Users and managers can consume what we
develop and question our wisdom.
3. an RnR Survey where attendees can critique this paper and the methodology
used to implement the solution.
When we have SUG_Role definitions the Employer Team should adopt them for use in
defining job requirements. They need to evangelize this with their associates.
I ask that each reader of this paper provide comments to the RnR Discussion on
http://SUGNoVA.org which will be available to all attendees of the conference. I would
ask that the detail skills be expanded by the audience of this paper so through
collaboration we may all benefit. Encourage any and all of your associates to join
SUGDC and participate.
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Appendix 1 SharePoint role to Enterprise Role
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Appendix 2 Ways to envision Teaming and R&R
Susan Hanley (Link) has this present on the internet and it is found in Scott
Jamison’s book
--Executive Sponsor Provides executive level sponsorship for the portal. The
primary responsibility of the Executive Sponsor is strategic, positioning the portal as a
critical mechanism for achieving business value and helping to communicate the value
of the portal to the management levels of the organization.
--Portal Governance Board  Serves as a governance body with ultimate
responsibility for meeting the goals of the portal. This Board is typically comprised of
representatives of each of the major businesses represented in the portal, including
Corporate Communications and IT.
--Portal Owners (Business)  Manages the overall design and functionality
integrity of the portal from a business perspective. This person is usually a
representative from a business stakeholder but may be filled by two people, one
representing the business and one representing the technology department. The Portal
Owner does not have to be an IT expert but their job function typically includes
responsibility for internal communications.
--Portal Administrators (Technology)  Manages the overall design and
functionality integrity of the portal from a technology perspective. Works in partnership
with the Portal Owners to achieve missions and goals.
--Site / Site Collection Owner  Serves as the centralized, primary role for
ensuring that content for a particular page/site is properly collected, reviewed,
published, and maintained over time. The Site or Page Owner is an expert in the content
that is showcased on the site or page. The Site/Page Owner will likely need to learn
about SharePoint, but their primary expertise is business focused. The Site Owner may
designate a Page Contact who will provide the primary interface between their
business and the users of the page or site.
--Users / Visitors  Uses the portal to access and share information. Also, owns and
maintains the content they publish on it. Users can play the role of either Member
(users with contribution permissions), Visitor (users with read permissions), or both,
depending on the specific site or page in the portal.
--Technology Support Team  Ensures the technical integrity of the solution.
Team makes regular backups of the portal and its content. Also, usually sets up and
maintains the security model, at least the components in Active Directory. Develops new
web parts and provides support to Site Owners seeking enhancements to their pages or
new uses of the portal.
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Appendix 3 R&R excerpted of Planning Document provided by Microsoft

1.1

Tactical Team Roles

Tactical: Operations Team
Role

Provide operational (IT-related) support and maintenance for the system
infrastructure.

Who

Infrastructure (IT) resources; central IT, & local Ops teams.

Responsibilities

 Help ensure the enforcement of the governance plan
 Manage routine maintenance tasks such as:
 nightly backups
 usage monitoring and analysis
 scheduled task validation
 keeping the system current with security releases and system upgrades

Tactical: Support Team
Role

Provide support of the SharePoint applications to end users.

Who

SharePoint site owners, help desk personnel, and other various support resources
worldwide.

Responsibilities

 Create an effective support system with proper channels of escalation
 Respond to application questions, bugs, and other problems requiring issue
resolution.
 Provide typical SharePoint administration roles such as:
 Provisioning site for end users
 Assigning security permissions to users and groups

Tactical: Development Team
Role

Customize, personalize, and use SharePoint in a manner that fulfils the business
opportunities as identified by the strategy team.

Who

Technically talented people worldwide. This team is a loosely-knit community of
developers with varying degrees of proficiency in software development. Members
can range from highly skilled programmers to technically savvy end users in charge
of personalizing departmental team sites.

Responsibilities

 Skilled developers will handle large change requests, new features, and program
management while ensuring adherence to standards.
 Develop customized and personalized solutions for departmental team sites and
divisional portal sites.
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1.2

Individual Roles and Responsibilities

IT Roles
Role

Responsibilities and Tasks

System
Responsible for portal infrastructure
Administrator (hardware, OS, etc)
Security / permissions
Backups / restoration
Initial support; train and assign a
resident SharePoint expert for WSS
admin.
Disseminate general SharePoint info
Teach SharePoint
Meet w/ business on "how-to"
accomplish tasks
Manage file size limits or quotas
Initial configuration of WSS (Central
IT)
SQL
Administrator

SQL backups and restores

Permissions
Has
Portal
Administrator rights
Has site collection
access
Will have access to
portal
and
site
configuration
settings, but should
not
make
any
changes without the
Portal Administrators
permission

Required Skills Candidate Example
Central IT, Plant IT.

Has no portal or WSS
administration rights

Oracle DBA

Responsible for Oracle data and portal
connectivity.
Assist portal team and business
owners with extracting data from
Oracle.

Infrastructure
Resource(s)

Responsible for the acquisition,
installation and maintenance of the
hardware infrastructure.
Provide day-to-day operation support
to Portal Team
Review existing infrastructure setup,
develop best practices and operation
guidelines

Regional
IT,
Communication and
Network Engineers,
Network
Security
Engineers.

Active
Directory
Resource(s)

Responsible for ensuring the portal is
leveraging AD appropriately.
Assist with Setting up the portal to
use AD for authentication
Assist in synchronization of portal
with AD

Active
architects.

Directory
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SharePoint Roles
Role

Responsibilities and Tasks

Portal
Administrator

Responsible for global portal and
WSS
configuration,
shared
services, policies, procedures, and
portal vision.
Configuration of SharePoint

Area Owner
Administrator

Permissions
Total access to the
entire portal areas
and all sites.
Total access to portal
and site configuration
settings.
Has
no
system
administrative or SQL
administration rights.

/ Responsible for portal area
content.
Manage security
Create sub-areas
Example: News Area will be
managed
by
the
Communications department.
Content creation

WSS Administrator Responsible for WSS database, site
(Site
Collection collection, and site backups for
Administrator)
local WSS server.
Enforce site standards (layouts,
security processes, etc.)
Local
contact
for
local
employees
Configuration of SharePoint
Site provisioning

Primary and Secondary site owner.
Manage the site layout (look and
feel), structure, and content.
Content creation.

Select
individuals
from Corporate Data
Center, Europe, and
Asia-Pacific

Divisional
Lead;
Communications
Lead; other high-level
lead.

Local
WSS
site
collection
administrator.
No
portal
configuration access.

Site Administrator Responsible for site provisioning of
all sub-sites; responsible for
administering and maintaining site.
Manage security for all sub-sites

Site Owner

Required Skills Candidate Example

Plant SA will typically
have this role

Typically a Site Owner
with elevated security
rights;
a
Departmental
site
admin; anyone in the
company with the
required SharePoint
security knowledge;
typically this person
would also be the site
owner if they are
responsible
for
content.
Grant access to this
site, but not sub-sites.
No sub site creation
rights.
Web
designer
permissions.

Departmental head;
team lead; end user;
anyone requesting a
site for a business
purpose.

Web Designer
Contributor
Reader

Has read-only access to
content
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Business Roles
Role

Responsibilities and Tasks

Required Skills Candidate Example

SharePoint
Architect

Lead Responsible for translating business needs addressed by
the Strategy Team into initiatives for the portal and
coordinating Portal Administrator efforts.
Gather initial business requirements
Design the initial architecture for successful development
Provide architectural guidance to development
Lead consulting team for initial release
Manage project risks, and escalate incidents to the team
as necessary
Work with the Infrastructure Team to develop
infrastructure and operation best practices
Work with System Administrators to develop best
practices

Systems analysis
Networking
IT research
Strategic
planning
Project
management
Group
leadership
Resource
planning

Developers

Responsible for building the framework and features of the
portal.
Build the SharePoint look and Feel
Modify SharePoint Templates as Needed
Build New Web Parts
Write ASP.Net Code
Participate in Design Tasks as needed
Participate in Development and Testing as needed

Systems analysis
Programming

Application
Resources

Responsible for portal applications and third party
applications.
Build and maintain applications or web parts that
leverage KPI data
Business Intelligence, Reporting, Dashboards, and data
analytics.

Financial
analysis
Metric design
Technical
understanding
Market research

Business Analysts

Responsible for communicating with the business to gather
requirements and translating them into business solutions.

Financial
analysis
Metric design
Technical
understanding

Business Owner

Responsible for owning and directing a specific piece of the
portal, relevant to their business unit, department, or team.

Strategic
planning

Content Creator

Responsible for content creation.

Legal

Responsible for portal and content compliance with legal
mandates.
Assist with compliance policy creation
Educate users on compliance law
Audit and enforce compliance.

Departmental head,
team lead, or end
user
having
responsibility of a
business
problem;
typically
departmental head or
higher.

Knowledge of
compliance laws
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Glossary:
CAL – Short for client access license - CAL is a license that gives a user the right to
access the services of the server. CALs are primarily used for Microsoft Server products
where the CAL is based on a per seat licensing (also called per user or per device), per
server licensing, per processor licensing, or per mailbox licensing.
Employer Team – Stakeholder, Hiring Manager, Recruiter – virtually anyone wanting
to define a SharePoint resource.
MOSS – Microsoft Office SharePoint Server - usually referred to as simply “MOSS” or
“MOSS 2007” is a portal-based platform for collaboratively creating, managing and
sharing documents and Web services. MOSS enables users to create "SharePoint
Portals" that include shared workspaces, applications, blogs, wikis and other documents
accessible through a Web browser. It is built upon and extends WSS.
OOB – Out of the Box SharePoint – usually means using only “point and click”
capabilities and with no third party extensions.
SME – Subject Matter Expert – Business employee who understands the business
process and from whom a business analyst can extract requirements that can produce a
cost beneficial SharePoint solution.
WSS – Windows SharePoint Server - usually referred to as simply "SharePoint," is a
basic portal-based platform for creating, managing and sharing documents and
customized Web services. WSS is available as a free download included with every
Windows Server license. Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) offers an increased
set of capabilities that add to and build upon the core functionalities of WSS as an
inducement for system administrators to upgrade.
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